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MATHEMATICS 
ON SLIPPAGE TESTS 
II. SLIPPAGE TESTS FOR DISCRETE VARIATES 
BY 
R. DOORNBOS AND H. J. PRINS 
(Communicated by Prof. D. VAN DANTZIG at the meeting of September 28, 1957) 
5. Slippage tests for some discrete variables 
In this section slippage tests will be discussed for variates which follow 
the Poisson, the binomial or the negative binomial law. These are special 
cases of a general class of variates determined by the condition of 
theorem 5.1. First we shall consider the Poisson case in some detail. 
Suppose we have a set of independent random variables 
(5.1) 
distributed according to Poisson distributions, i.e. : 
(5.2) (i = 1, ... , k),fli > 0. 
Now we want to test the hypothesis H 0 that the means fli have known 
ratios 
(5.3) (i = 1, ... , k). 
This situation occurs for instance if from k Poisson-populations with, 
under H0 , equal means, known unequal numbers of observations are 
present and Zv .•. , zk represent the sums of the values obtained in these 
observations. In this case the P• are proportional to the numbers of 
observations. Also k Poisson processes with the same parameter may be 
observed during different lengths of time. Then the Pi are proportional 
to these lengths of time. 
We want to test H0 against the alternatives 
(l =1= i), 1 < c < .!.., c unknown, 
Pi 
4S 
for one unknown value of i or 
fli fll } -Cpj (5.5) H2;: Lfli = cp;, Lfli =' l-p; p1 (l + i), 0 < c < l, c unknown, 
i i 
for one unknown of i. 
A well known property of Poisson-variates is: If zv ... , zk are indepen-
dent Poisson-variates with means ttv ... , tt1" then the simultaneous 
conditional distribution of Zv ... , zk given their sum (i.e. 2_z;=N, N 
a constant), is a multinomial distribution with probabilities p;=ttdLtti 
and number of trials 2_z;=N. As the hypotheses (5.3), (5.4) and (5.5) 
only contain the ratios Pi it seems natural to use a conditional test for 
H0 , using only the multinomial distribution 
(5.6) P[z1 =z1 , ... ,zk=zk[2_z;=N] =TIN-'_, IlJi;i, if 2_z;o=N and 0 otherwise . 
. , . 
From this it is clear that a test against slippage for Poisson vairates 
is closely related to a similar test for a multinomial distribution. The 
reader may easily translate the tests stated here into tests for the multi-
nomial case. 
In the next section the following theorem will be proved. 
Theorem 5 .l. Suppose the discrete, random variables 
(5.7) 
are distributed independently and can take integer values only (the latter 
assumption is not essential but gives a much simpler notation). 
If 
(5.8) p ["1, Ur-Ui --Uj=a] P ["1,uz-ui -ui=a+ 1] 
where a is an integer, is a non decreasing fttnction of a, then 
for every pair of integers U; and ui and for every non-negative integer N. 
In the special case where Uv .•. , U~c are distributed according to the 
same type of distribution and this distribution has the property that 
a sum of k independent variates has again the same type of distribution, 
it is easy to verify whether condition (5.8) holds or not. 
In our case the sum of k-2 Of the variables Z; (given by (5.2)) has a 
Poisson-distribution with mean fl, say. So condition (5.8) states that 
(5.10) 
is non decreasing in a, which is clearly true. 
Thus the inequality (5.9) holds for every pair Z;, zi and the procedure 
described in section 2 may be applied to the variables zv ... , zk under 
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the condition 'I,z,=N 1). Now the marginal distribution of zi under the 
condition 'I,z,=N is a binomial one, so when testing H0 against Hu 
(i= 1, ... , k) we compute, if z1, ••• , zk are the observed values and 'I,z.=N, 
(5.11) r, def P[z;;?;z;I'I,z1= N] = ~ (~) pf(l-p;)N-ro = Lp1(z,,N -z;+ 1), 
re=z1 
where LP,(z,, N -z.+ 1) stands for the incomplete 8-function 
N' P; 
( ·-1)'(N- ·)'I u•;-1(1-u)N-•;du. z, . z, . 0 
Now H 0 is rejected if 
(5.12) 
and then we decide that f.-t;{'I,f.1,,>P; if j is the smallest integer for which 
r;=min r •. 
If under H0 : f-l1 = ... = f.-tk, all Pi are equal and the smallest ri corresponds 
to the largest value z •. 
The test for slippage to the left is completely analogous. 
A table of critical values for max z. is given in section 11 for the case 
P1=···=Pk· 
Along the same lines as followed by R. DooRNBOS and H. J. PRINS 
(1956) in the case of F-variates it can be shown that the probability 
Q; of making the correct decision when the j-th population has slipped 
to the right (i.e. Hli is true with i=j) satisfies the inequality 
. ( ICPj(G;,"'N -G;,"+ 1)[1- ~.11-cpj (Gi,<X,N -Gi,.x+ 1)] ~ 
(5.13} '*' 1-Pj P; 
. ~Q;~Icp/G;,.x,N-G;,.x+1). 
1 ) The validity of (5.9) in the case of Poisson-variates can also be proved in 
the following way, uaing their relation with F-variates. The well known relation 
(1} 
can be generalized to 
(2} 
P;,. 
Iuz;-1 u•;-1(1 1~_ u•)N-z; -•·d d •.. 11 ... r" - ...... 1 ... - l ... a.,. Ut_ •.• uf' 
0 
(r;;i;,k-1,(iv ... ,i,)E(1, ... ,k)}, 
which may be proved by induction or otherwise. Using (2) for r = 2 it is seen 
immediately that inequality (4.10) in R. DooRNBos and H. J. PRINs (1956) is 
the same as (5.9) for Poisson variates. 
4 Series A 
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Clearly Qi converges towards its upper bound when c--+ 1/pi and for 
each c~ 1 the factor between square brackets is larger than 1- (k-I)!X/k 
according to (5.15). 
In the case of slippage to the left we have analogously 
[1-]CPJ (gi,a• N- gi,a+ I)] (I- !X) ~ 
(5.I6) 
~pi~ I-]cp1 {gi.oPN -gi,a+ I), 
where gz,a (l= I, ... , k) is the largest number satisfying 
( 5.I7) 
We can apply theorem 5.1 also to the case of independent variables 
(5.18) 
which are distributed according to binomial laws with numbers ·of trials 
~' ... , nk and probabilities of success p1, ... , Pk· Now the hypothesis H 0 is 
(5.19) Ho : P1 = .. · = Pk = p, say 
and the alternatives are 
(5.20) { Hli : P1 = .. · = Pi-1 = Pi+l = .. · = Pk = p, Pi= c · p (1 ~ c ~ I/p), 
for one unknown value of i and 
(5.2I) 
for one unknown value of i. 
Because, under H 0 , the sum of (k-2) of the variates (5.I8) has again 
a binomial distribution with number of trials, n say, and probability of 
a success in each trial p, the condition (5.8) of theorem 5.I reads: 
( 5.22) 
( na) pa(l-p)n-a 
--'--'-------- = a+ 1 . 1 -p 
( n ) pa+l( 1-p)n-a-1 n-a P 
a+1 
is a non decreasing function of a, which is true. So in this case also the 
approximation procedure described in section 2 can be applied to obtain 
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a conditional test for slippage under the condition that the sum of the 
variates .LV; has a constant value N. The conditional distribution of vi 
is a hypergeometrical one 
{5.23) 
so with help of this distribution critical values for the tests with prescribed 
level of significance may be obtained, in the same way as was done with 
the Poisson variates. 
Provided that none of the values ni, .L ni- ni, N and .L ni- N are very 
small, a good approximation to the sum of the tail terms of the hyper-
geometric series of equation (5.23) may be obtained from the integral 
under a normal curve, having the mean niNj_Lni and variance 
ni(L ni -ni) N(_L ni-N) 
(_Lni) 2 (_Lni-l) 
In the special case n1 = ... = nk = n, the test procedure for slippage to the 
right reduces to comparing the largest variate vm with a constant v0 
determined by the level of significance cx, such that v0 is the largest 
value satisfying 
P[vi:;;;; v0 I.L vi= N] ~ cxfk. 
The same holds for the variates 
(5.24) 
which are independently distributed according to negative binomial laws, 
with parameters rv ... , rk and probabilities Pv ... , pk, I.e. 
( 5.25) 
where r; is an integer :;;;; 1 and 0 ~Pi~ l, whilst Pi+ q; = 1. 
The hypothesis H 0 is 
(5.26) Ho: ql = ... = qk = q, say 
and the alternatives are 
(5.27) 
for one unknown value of i or 
(5.28) 
for one unknown value of i. 
The hypotheses are stated in terms of the qi and not in terms of the 
Pi in order to obtain that slippage to the right of the i-th population 
corresponds to a large value of w;. 
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Under H0 , the sum of a set of independent negative binomial variates 
has again a negative binomial distribution with the same probability p 
(or q) and a parameter r, say, which is the sum of the ri of the individual 
variates. So condition (5.8) gives here 
(a+r-1) prqa 
r-1 (a+1) 1 
(a+r) = (a+r) · q prqa+l 
r-1 
( 5.29) 
is a non decreasing function of a, which is true if r ~ l. Thus again the 
method of section 2 may be applied. The conditional distribution of 
wi under the condition I wi = N, has the form 
( Wi +ri -1) (N + 1ri -Wi -ri -1) ~ r·-1 Ir·-r·-1 (5.30) P[wi=wi!k wi=N] = " (N + Iri~l)" , (wi= 0, ... ,N). 
Iri--1 
The critical region for the test against Hli (i = l, ... , k) (5.27) consists 
of large values of the variables wi. In the case where r1 = ... =rk the test 
statistic is the largest variate wm, when testing against slippage to the 
right and the smallest when testing against slippage to the left. 
· If in the Poisson case (5.1) p1 = ... =pk, then the following optimum 
property can be proved 2). As in the case of the normal distribution we 
denote by D0 the decision that H0 is true and by Di (i= I, ... , k) the 
decision that Hli is true, i.e. that Hli is true and that the i-th population 
has slipped to the right. Now the procedure: 
(5.3I) {if zm > Aa,N select Dm, 
if Zm ~ Arx,N select Do, 
under the condition that Izi=N, where m is the index of the maximum 
z value, maximizes the probability of making a correct decision when 
H 1m is true subject to the following restrictions: 
(a) When H 0 is true, D0 should be selected with probability ~ I-x. 
(b) The probability of making a correct decision when the i-th population 
has slipped by an amount c must be the same for i= I, ... , k. 
The constant Aa,N in (5.3I) is determined by the level of significance 
x and depends on N, the sum of the variates. A proof will be given in 
the next section. 
6. Proofs of the results stated ~n section 5 
Starting with the proof of theorem 5.I we have that 
(6.1) 
2 ) In the sequel only the case of slippage to the right is considered but all 
statements may be easily translated for the other case. 
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is non-increasing in y, according to (5.8). Dividing (6.1) by the factor 
(6.2) P[~Uz=N and ui=x+l] P[~u1 =N and Uj=X] 
which does not depend on y, (6.1) changes into 
(6.3) P[ui=Y!~uz=N and Uj=X] P[ui=Y!~uz=N and Uj=x+l] · 
Thus also (6.3) is non increasing in y for all values of x. This means that 
there exists a value y0 , which may depend on x, which has the property 
that 
{P[u.i=Y/.Lu1=N andui=x) ~ P[ui=Y/.Lu1=N andui=x+ 1) ,ify~y0 
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Fig. 6.1. P[ui=YI~uz=N and Uj=X] (dotted lines), and 
P[ui=Y!~uz=N and Uj=x+lJ (full lines). 




P(x) def .L P[ui=Y/.Lu1=N and ui=x] 
1J=Ui 
is a non increasing function of x. Now 
(6.6) 
P[ui~Ui and Uj~Uil~uz=N] 
P[ui ~ ui!~uz =N] 
00 00 
~ P[uj=XI~uz=N] ~ P[ui=YI~uz=N and Uj=X] 
_x_~u~1--------~--v-~_u,_· ------------------ ;:;:;; 
00 
~ P[ui=x!~u1 =N] 
00 
:<:::: L P[ui=Y/.Lu1=N and ui=ui]. 
v=ui 
In the same way we have 
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From (6.6) and (6.7) it follows that, in the notation of (2.6), where 
U; = g; + 1 and ui = gi + 1, whilst u; under the condition z u1 = N stands 




which proves the theorem, because (6.9) is the same as (5.9). 
The proof of the optimality of our procedure in the Poisson case is a 
straightforward application of the theory of A. W ALD ( 1950). It consists 
mainly in showing that for any c.,,and N there exists a set of non zero a 
priori probabilities g0 , ••• , gk, which are functions of N so that, when g; is the 
probability that D; is the correct decision the decision procedure described 
in section 5 maximizes the probability of making the correct decision. 
Assuming that this has been demonstrated, it follows easily that (5.31) 
is the optimum solution. For suppose there exists an allowable decision 
procedure, which for some c and N has a greater probability than (5.31) 
of making the correct decision when some category has slipped to the 
right by an amount c. Then this procedure will have a greater probability 
than (5.31) of making a correct decision (for these values of c and N) 
with respect to any set of a priori probabilities, with max gi > 0, which 
would be a contradiction. i 
According to A. WALD (1950), pp. 127-128 the optimum solution is 
given by the rule: "For each j (j = 0, ... , k) decide Di for all points in the 
sample space where j is the smallest integer for which gi fi =max {g0 / 0 , ••• , Ykik}, 
where fi is the joint elementary probability law of zv ... , zk under the 
hypothesis Hli." 
We consider the special a priori distribution g0 = 1-g k, g1 = ... =gk=g. 
For instance the region where D1 is selected is given by the points in the 
sample space where /1 >/; (i=2, ... , k) and g/1 >(1-gk)/0. 
Here we have 
( 
fo(zv ... ,zklzzz=N) = Ifz!! Gr 
(6.10) ! 
N! (})N (k-c)N-z; fdzv ... , zklzz1=N) = ITzz! k c•• k- 1 , (l < c < k). 
A (k-c)N-z; . t 1 . . . £ k h s c•; k- 1 1s mono onous y mcreasmg m z; or l <c< t e 
region where /1 > /;is given by Zt>Z; and the region where g/1 > (l-gk)/0 
by Zt>L, L depending on c and N. 
Thus the Bayes solution is: if zm is the maximum of Zt, ... , zk select 
Dm if zm>L, otherwise select D0• Define the function F(g) by the equation 
(6.11) F .a (k-c)N-l"',N 1-gk (g) = C O<,N - - --k-1 (J 
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where A"',N is the constant used in (5.31). It is obvious that F(g) is a 
continuous function of g, with F(1/k) > 0 and that there exists a b with 
0 < b < 1 j k such that F (b) < 0. Hence there exists a value g* with 0 < b 
<g* < 1/k such that F(g*) = 0. To get the Bayes solution relative to 
(1- kg*, g*, ... , g*) it is only necessary in the solution given above to 
replace L by A<X,N' Thus the procedures (5.31) is the Bayes solution relative 
to ( 1 -kg*, g*, ... , g*) which proves that it is an optimum one. 
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